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Information about the price changes.
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Could be released after one year from October last year Thanks to the Balkën.
We thank everyone and thanks to the efforts of earnestly well.
And this year we will verify the Balkën
"DTM Forged, BTC Forged, released three variations of the IWC Forged model" and the image
VELLFIRE demo car "won three in a custom car show was exhibited at the National Custom Car Show
Tokyo Auto Salon and Osaka Auto Messe Fukuoka (Osaka Auto Messe Grand total is) "," first exhibition
in Shanghai, China International Auto Salon, "You like to leave a record.

"Only wish I enthusiastically supported" limited
Original concept was a year focused on improving the sales and brand value formation. Balkën
products and images as its effects on the user's upper-class shops and we have certainly not aware of
the widely and steadily. Balkën and the backbone of the second year previous experience and learning
and their status is, "turn to the harvest" to change for some.

Is the first of its new pricing.
Aluminum wheels also joined the market in March this year earthquake that struck the Tohoku
continues to shrink the domestic market and deflation, especially in high value, received a major impact
in the sales of high-priced products.
Prices will be revised according to the situation at this time to release one year after 3rd.MODEL there.
The user's perspective

"Only one-design high-quality forged Price Value = Balkën"

Suggested retail price down significantly from November 1, 2011 in order to achieve
(down $ 200 all flat).… The Run.

The new pricing, please refer to the Balkën website.
Balkën will continue to pursue the world of the future only unmatched.
Expected to continue to betray good sense, what Balkën ism that unconventional.

Balkën World is the only one of the following is the best.

